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Glycosylation is one of the major post-translational modifications of bio-therapeutics important for bioactivity, bioavailability, 
immunogenicity and patient coverage. By establishment of the GlycoExpress™ toolbox (GEX™) we have generated a set of 

glycol-engineered human cell lines for the high yield production of fully human glycoproteins to optimize the glycosylation 
of antibodies and non-antibody bio-therapeutics for improvement of the clinical efficacy and side effects. The system is 
biotechnologically superior in quality, reproducibility and yield compared to other, including conventional production systems. 
All four clinical products derived from GlycoExpress cells are produced using a perfusion bioreactor system in order to assure 
highest possible product quality and reproducibility combined with high yield production. Cells are kept in the optimal growing 
and production phase over the production process which leads to highly stable product quality allowing a flexible duration of 
the run in one batch size, in combination with stable high productivity of the cells over time. Furthermore the product qualities 
produced in different scales ranging from 1 L to 200 L bioreactors are highly comparable.
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